# NED5, LUXURY APARTMENTS ON THE
MAR MENOR RESORT.

Mar Menor Golf Resort, Murcia

For Sale. € 56 000,00

BASE INFORMATION:
Bed
: 1
Luxury apartments on the Mar Menor resort.
: 1
Luxury apartments on the Mar Menor resort. 1 Bedroom 1 bathroom from 55 sq/mt…………….from 56.600€ 2 Bath
Bedrooms 2 bathroom from 85 sq/mt………….from 109.000€ This surface include just the surface of the
CONVENIENCE:
apartment; doesn´t include the surface of the common areas of the building: Entrance, corridors, stairs, etc.
All of them they have a private terrace, with surfaces between 18 sq/mt until 64 sq/mt, depending on the
floor. The ground floor apartments they have bigger terraces. and the penthouses they have smaller terraces
but better views. You can choose. The apartments have an underground garage, located in the same building,
which is accessed directly through the elevator. All the apartments also have a pool of exclusive use for
buildings where it is located. The apartments come with a furnished kitchen, including: the extractor, the hob,
oven and water heater. Likewise the properties include installation of air conditioning hot & cold. The
average community fee for a 2 bedrooms apartment it´s 100 euros by month and this fee includes 24h
security, maintenance of the green areas and the swimming pool, cleaning of the common areas of the
buildings and electricity and water use of that common areas. MAR MENOR GOLF RESORT: is a resort in
the whole meaning of the word. It´s not just a group of properties around a golf course, there is something
behind it. There is a group of people providing services and amenities, in an organized manner, so that the
Mar Menor Resor residents, and visitors, enjoy their stay and get to know the Mediterranean lifestyle, even
without leaving the Resort: Irish Bar, Restaurants, supermarket & gym.
www.needtosellyourspanishhome.com/index.php/galleries/event/MarmenorResort
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